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to apparatus for heating. 

households,v 
This»invention-relates 

and sterilizing water“ for-a use in» 
restaurants;v ‘hospital's, ‘~ etc. . 
,A-ne'object“ of ‘the invention is to prcvid-ee-an' 

efficient device" for‘uniformly and; continuously‘ 
heating a» supply‘ “of ‘ water’ passing through’ it.- ‘ 

’ Another object’ is to bring" all" of‘ the water 
which“ passes through theheater to a" sterilizing 
temperature (e.- g: ’ about 180")",v whichis ordi 
narily ‘higher than" the -- temperature desired 
(~e-.' g. ‘ 140°) for use-- in ‘bathing, washing the~ hands, 
washing ' clothes and-*dishes, etc‘: 
Another objectis t'o-heat'" all‘ the water'passing 

through the heater ‘t'o‘a' high temperature "for 
sterilization ‘and thereafter: to cool itdown to a 
lowerydesired temperature for ‘usev by“ having it 
pass inr'heat transferrelatiorr to the‘ cold water" 
coming into-thedevice. This-conserves: fuel and 
makes for a‘ more e'?icient' continuous operation. 

‘ Another "object ‘is to reduce'or 'pr'eventfpre 
cipitation- of ~ waterron the ‘coils exposed "to water 
on the inside and‘ gas‘ under combustion’ on the 
outside. ‘ . 

By'the- means‘ described" the" water is‘ reduced 
from the undesirablyhi'gh sterilizing tempera-v 
ture to" the desiredtemperature‘ for‘ ordinary’ 
uses while‘ at the‘ same‘ time preheating and 
raising the‘ temperature‘ of-‘the coldwater com 
ingj into the’ system, ‘Therefore a minimum loss 
of’ heat unitsresultsfrom the‘ intentional cooling 
of the‘ previously-heated and 'sterilizedlwater'. 

Doctors" now believe'tha't many‘ diseases result. 
or “may result from‘ drinking unsteri'li‘zed '- water 
or washing‘ ‘food-serving dishes and" the like in 
waterthatcontainsliving germs‘ or bacteria.‘ 
The conventional’ hot water heaters may raise 
the-"water to sterilizing" temperature, but‘ when it 
is'us'ed“ at‘ the‘v high temperature of ‘exit from 
suchi'heaters ‘it is usually‘ cooled down/by the‘ 
addition of ‘and mixing with cold water, which 
ordinarilyjhas not been sterilized. Consequently, 
the resultant. hot water. may be contaminated‘; 
even though part of.‘ ‘itjhas been sterilized, by'the. 
"addition of water which. has not been. heat 
treated'._ . V ' 

'Referring.» to- the’ drawings. Fig. 1. is a central 
vertical sectional view through. the preferred 
form of‘. my device; Figs. 2,3 andullr are similar 
views of'mod'i?ed forms, with. the outer. shell 
removed. ' , ' g 

7 Referring.‘ to Fig. 1,.Ithe device comprises an 
outershell I' whichjmay be either square incross 
section. or of cylindrical shape... (Shown at the 
left‘ lower’ portionv of. Fig. ‘1, are two concentric. 
pip'esZ .and 3, broken awayat. their exposed ends. 
vCold water suppliedto the heatingand sterilizing 
device of Fig. I enters. the small inlet pipe 2, 
and after ithas passed upward through and. been 
heated in. theldevice may be dischargedyintoi the 
unper'jend of, theelarger outlet-l; pipe 3-,. which 
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the. jmettpipg; A; ggsi burne1z=.>B 'ofl‘iconventi'onalt 
type‘ is connected? tor any suitablesource of: gas 
by the pipe 5.~ Aqconventibnal'T'pilot lieihtblilia 

> provided‘ a: conventional? thermostat safety 
control element; 11,; close:- byy'for shutting. oifiithe. 
gas‘ and the; pilot; light ifthei‘bumenand; pilot" 
should be extinguished; ‘ 

This“ vpilotwlight'» and?‘ automatic! thermostat) 
' ,1 safety control are- conventional in construction 

andfunction and-need'not be'idescribed irrdetail‘: 
The whole thermostatic'controli arrangement; off 
the gas supply ‘is indicated- assv'llii Thevf-unctioni-i 
ing a and construction on such. ‘controls. are Jwell 

__ known andwper. se1 form no'lpart‘iof thistinventiom 
The- conventional thermostat‘vfueli control- elemv 
ment ‘ 8 is positionedinsthe mid-dletportion: o?irthe, 
device and extends into the-lihotlvwateri.near‘its; 
hottestpoint.» A suitable graduated. dial; may. be 
provided for adjusting-"this" thermostat» assembly’ 
T ‘80 that‘ ‘ thegass?owmay be ,controlledeto pro» 
duce and maintain‘ any’ desired temperature (bee 
low 200° F».)- for the ‘water atr-the-placerwherethe 
thermostat is insertedi Thecontraction andvexst 

,. pansion of element~~8 controls the supplylofhgas 
to- the burner‘ in; well-known manner; 
Gas from the burnerris ignited andlconsumed. 

in the chamber abovevtheahurner; iAwire mesh 
screen S lines a main inner casing CH andein-i 
closes thecoiled pipes Z and-3 positioned‘in-the 
combustion chamber. ' ' 

A smaller. co-axial- casing'hDlwith: awisimilar 
lining. wire mesh‘ screen S»- is- providedabovev-the 
main‘ combustion chamber $0.‘. The water‘inlet 
pipe 2, the primary helical‘ portion’ of a which is 
surrounded byt-a concentric enveloping pipe 3‘ 
throughout. its primary- portion; is‘ led-through; 
connection 242‘ to an: enlarged? pipe: 25 whichsi'si 
formed into a downwardly"coiledthelix positioned‘ 
inside thecasing D; This helix formed .by1 the1 
pipe. 22) is preferably‘provided * with » heat absorb-v 
ing ?ns F so that maximum heating ofIthe-water 
is obtained in'this secondary helical... portion ‘of 
the inlet pipe.‘ The water will be at'its hottest 
point at thelower outlet end‘ of'the helical pipe 
2b, and at this point will have been raised to" or 
above sterilizing temperature:- It: maybe drawn. 
on for use as“ very hot'water‘ at‘ this stage‘through" 
the valve 15, or- it maybe returned through’the 
draw-01f ‘pipe 3" which ‘surrounds‘and incl‘oses 
the primary ‘helicalportion ‘of ‘the pipe 2,‘ as 
previously described". v ' ' 

The ‘primary portion‘jof. the (inlet pipe 2}, with; 
its surrounding larger‘ outlet‘ pi'pel 3’,v and‘ the 
direct heating. secondary helical. portion of» the. 
pipe 2?) areshown astspaoedf apart. upon acom~ 
mon vertical axis. The term axis isref'erredfto» 
herein as locating the several.‘ helical; coil'stpotl' 
piping. Theterm concentric is applied; to two 
Pines,» Orw- rof whiclareurmundsiheother’; with; 
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open space between the pipes, the walls of the 
pipes having a common centre when viewed at 
any given cross-section through the two pipes. 
This arrangement provides for preheating the 

cold water as it comes into and passes upwardly 
in the primary‘ helix by contact with and absorp 
tion of heat from the surrounding outlet helical 
pipe. The secondary helix, connected to and 
above the primary inlet pipe, is directly exposed 
to the heat of the combustion chamber, and 
raises the water to the desired sterilizing tem 
perature. It is thereafter progressively reduced 
to normally usable temperature by heat exchange 
with the primary portion of the inlet pipe while 
water is drawn off through pipe 3. 

. An exhaust opening ill is provided through 
the top of outer shell I and through the top of 
casing D so that spent gases may be drawn on 
through a suitable‘ flue connection ii. 

’ Near the top of the main casing C the upper 
portion of the larger outer pipe 3 is provided 
with a supplemental draw-01f extension it, hav 
ing an intermediate valve 15. Near this outlet 
M the inlet pipe 2 passes through the outer pipe 
3 by means of any conventional arrangement, 
e. g. the L.-union it. The inlet pipe 2 has an 
upward extension 2a, which leads to the top of 
the smaller casing D, and then connects to ?nned 
secondary portion 2b inside casing D, which is 
wound spirally downward in the casing D. De 
tachable union l8 and T-union 2!! connect 
secondary portion 2b to. the main outer return 
hot Water outlet pipe 3. 
The mesh screen S used to line the casings 

C and D is positioned outside the coiled water 
carrying pipes. .It tends to reduce radiation of 
heat to the casing, and in effect acts as a re 
?ector of radiatedfheat, thereby conserving the 
heat caused by combustion of gas in the main 
chamber. ‘ It may be made either of woven wire 
like that used ,ina screen door, or of expanded 
metal. Woven wire is shown. 
The operation of the device shown in Fig. 1 

is as follows: a valve (not shown) in the pipe 3 
extending from the left lower portion of the 
casing, is opened and hot water flows through 
the valve to any desired point of use. At the 
same. time cold water ?ows into the system 
through constantly open pipe 2 at the same rate 
that hot water is drawn off by pipe 3. The cold 
water in pipe 2 passes upward through the pri 
mary helical coil 2 inside casing C. The incom 
ing cold water in the primary heat-exchange por 
tion of inlet pipe 2 is thus surrounded by the 
outlet pipe 3 which is ?lled with outgoing hot 
water. The cold water in that portion of pipe 2 
is partially preheated by the hot water in the 
surrounding pipe 3 and at the same time the hot 
water in the outlet pipe is cooled down to a 
desired lower temperatureby the cold water in 
the. inner inlet pipe. , 
The cold water in the inlet pipe when it leaves 

the primary heat-exchange portion passes up 
ward through extension pipe 2a and then through 
the downwardly coiled secondary directly heated 
portion shown as ?nned pipe 2b in the supple 
mentary casing D where it absorbs heat rapidly 
from the hot exhaust gases, ?owing back into 
the main outlet pipe 3‘through the T-union 29. 
From that time on the water which has now 
reached a high degree of temperature (e. g. 180°) 
passes downward through the large outlet pipe 3, 
to be discharged as shown in the lower left por 
tion of the, ?gure. ' 

If it is desired to draw off the hottest water, 
that may be done by opening the supplemental 
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draw-on" valve l5 in extension “I positioned at 
the top of outlet pipe 3, thus permitting the 
water at its hottest stage to be drawn off through 
pipe l4. However, the valve i5 is normally 
closed. By control of fuel by means of the 
thermostat, water at the top of pipe 3, at the 
point where the thermostat is located, is heated 
to any desired temperature short of boiling, and 
thereafter is cooled down to the desirable usable 
temperature by passing around the incoming 
cold water pipe, as above described. 

Fig. 2 shows a modi?cation. The screen S 
and outer shell I are not shown. Their use is 
preferred but not always necessary. The cold 
water passes in through the small inlet pipe 22 
just above the burner. The cold water inlet 
pipe is surrounded and inclosed by the larger hot 
water outlet pipe 23. The two concentric pipes 
extend upward throughout the entire casings C 
and D. Inside the casing D the pipe has integral 
spiral ?ns F to absorb maximum heat. At the 
upper end of the two pipes a cap 24 closes the 
larger pipe. The smaller pipe 22 ends before 
it reaches the cap 24 so that the smaller pipe 
empties into the larger surrounding pipe 23 near 
the terminal cap 24. The cold water therefore 
passes upward through the smaller inner pipe 
and is drawn oif downward through the larger 
pipe by any desired valve connection. 
In this modification also an extension of the 

larger pipe 23 contains a thermostat 25 at its 
hottest point and has an auxiliary draw-o? pipe 
23. Water drawn off through this auxiliary pipe 
will be at a high degree of temperature, as for 
example 180 degrees Fahrenheit, whereas it will 
be reduced to a lower temperature, as for ex 
ample 140 degrees, when drawn off at the bottom 
of the apparatus through the outer pipe 21. 

Fig. 3 is a modification comprising a burner B 
positioned inside a cylindrical casing C. Wound 
spirally on the outside of the casing are co-axial 
inner pipe 32 and outer pipe 33. In this modi? 
cation cold water is admitted through an exten 
sion 34 to the outer pipe 33 and passes upward 
therethrough in a spiral path to the top of the 
chamber and there forms a ?nned pancake coil 
3? lying horizontally in the top of the casing. 
This ?at coil portion is provided with integral 
circular ?anges F like those shown in the other 
?gures of the drawing. After forming the ?at 
coil 31 the pipe 33 has a lateral extension 38 in 
which is positioned a thermostatic control ele 
ment T, controlling fuel supply for purposes al 
ready described. Connected to this lateral ex 
tension 38 is a hot water draw-o? pipe 39 having 
a valve 41!. Also connected to the lateral exten 
sion 38 through the T-union 36 is the upper end 
of the small inner pipe 32, which extends down 
ward to the hot-water outlet extension 4| con 
trolled by valve 42. In operation of this modi?; 
cation cold water enters extension 34, passes up 
ward through the larger pipe 33 which surrounds 
the smaller pipe 32, is heated by contact with 
the hot water in pipe 32, by conduction from 
casing C, and by the hot gas passing upward 
through the ?nned coil 37 at the top of the cas 
ing. The heated water then passes through ex 
tension 38 eitherto the draw-off pipe 39, which 
delivers the water at a temperature of approxi 
mately 180°, or if not drawn 01f in that way 
passes downward through pipe 32 to the outlet 
4|, controlled by valve 42. In passing downward 
from the pipe 32 the hot water, after having 
passed through a sterilizing temperature is re-' 
duced in heat by the upwardly traveling 'cold 
water in pipe. 33, and is discharged at a tem 
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perature suitable for ordinary uses, usually about 
140°. 
‘Fig. 4 is a modi?cation in which cold water 

enters through the pipe 52 and flows to a com 
partment 53, which is surrounded by a compart 
ment 54, having a draw-off outlet 55 from which 
very hot water may be drawn. As the cold water 
passes through the compartment 53 it is partially 
heated by the surrounding hot water in compart 
ment 54. The cold water passes upward from 
compartment 53 through pipe 56 to the top of a 
supplementary casing D and there connects 
through union 5'! with a downwardly spiralling 
helix 58 having integral heat transfer ?ns F. 
The lower end of this helix 58 empties into the 
larger compartment 54, carrying into it water 
that has been heated by the gases from burner B 
in its passage through the coil 58, and compart 
ment 53. The hot water in compartment 54 tends 
to raise the temperature of the cold water in 
compartment 53, and vice versa, the cold water 
in compartment 53 reduces the temperature of 
the hot water in compartment 54 to" a usable tem 
perature after it has been raised to sterilizing 
temperature in coil 58. 
A draw-01f pipe 50 is connected‘by T-union 6| 

to the lower end of helix 58, and is controlled 
by valve 62. This furnishes an outlet for supply 
ing water at its hottest point. 

It will be apparent that in each of the embodi 
ments above described the cold water at certain 
stages is surrounded by water that has been 
heated to a sterilizing temperature, thereby re 
ducing the sterile hot water to a desired tem 
perature‘ suitable for ordinary use. At one stage 
of its passage through each form of the device 
all of the water that passes through the device 
has been heated to a point that results in sterili 
zation. >That point is approximately 180°. Con 
sequently, even though the water may be brought 
out of the device at a lower temperature by regu 
lating the thermostatic control and by suitable 
positioning and proportioning of the various 
parts, all of the water drawn off will have been 
sterilized by being raised to a high temperature 
even though delivered at a lower temperature 
more suitable for ordinary use without mixing 
with unsterilized cold water. There is no ex 
posure to contamination in the cooling process, 
therefore completely sterile water is delivered 
though at a temperature below that required 
for sterilization. 

' I claim: ' 

‘, 1. Apparatus for continuously heating Water 
to sterilizing temperature and discharging it for 
use at a temperature lower than that required for 
sterilizing it, comprising a combustionchamber, 
a water inlet pipe having a coiled primary heat 
exchange portion positioned in the combustion 
chamber, a connected downwardly wound sec 
ondary coil positioned above the said primary 
coil and exposed directly to heat in the com 
bustion chamber, and a return outlet pipe en 
veloping and concentric with the heat-exchange 
portion of the inlet pipe to provide heat exchange . 
between water in said concentric pipes, the out 
let pipe being connected at its upper end with 
the lower end of said secondary heat-absorbing 

' coil. 

7 2. Apparatus for heating and sterilizing water, 
comprising a combustion chamber, a coiled water 
outlet pipe inside the chamber, a smaller inlet 
pipe having a primary heat-exchange portion 
positioned inside said outlet pipe, and having a 
coiled secondary portion directly exposed to heat 
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6 
in the chamber, said secondary portion opening 
into the outlet pipe, the helix axis of the primary 
portion coinciding with the helix axis of the 
outlet pipe, and the outlet return pipe being 
in concentric enveloping relation with the said 
primary portion, whereby to expose discharging 
heated water to heat exchange with incoming 
cold water. 

3. Apparatus for heating and sterilizing water 
comprising a combination chamber, a coiled out 
let pipe inside the chamber, a coiled inlet pipe 
having a heat-exchange portion enveloped by 
said outlet pipe, a secondary coiled pipe posi 
tioned above the outlet pipe and exposed directly 
to heat in the combustion chamber, an open con 
nection between the inlet coiled pipe and the 
secondary coiled pipe, the secondary heat absorb 
ing coil being connected to the upper end of the 
outlet pipe, whereby to expose hot water being 
discharged after heating to the cooling effect of 
the incoming water and vice versa. 

4. A device for heating and sterilizing water, 
comprising a combustion chamber, an inlet pipe ‘ 
for passing cold water into the chamber, said 
inlet pipe having a primary heat-exchange por 
tion extending upwardly through the chamber 
and coiledtherein, a secondary coiled portion in 
direct heat absorbing contact with the gases 
of combustion, and an outlet pipe connected to 
said secondary portion and adapted to carry the 
heated water to a discharge outlet, said outlet 
pipe surrounding and concentrically enveloping 
the primary portion of the said inlet pipe. 

5. A device as set forth in claim 4, having a 
supplemental draw-off outlet positioned between 
the secondary coil and the outlet pipe and a 
valve controlling said supplemental outlet. 

6. Apparatus for heating water to sterilizing 
temperature and thereafter reducing it to a 
lower temperature for use, comprising a com 
bustion chamber, a water inlet pipe formed into 
an upwardly extending primary coil surrounding 
a portion of the combustion chamber, a down 
wardly wound secondary coil positioned in the 
combustion chamber above the primary coil and 
surrounding an upper portion of the combustion 
chamber in direct heat-absorbing position, an 
open connection between the said primary and 
secondary coils, an outlet return pipe connected 
to the discharge end of said secondary coil, the 
outlet return pipe forming a third coil arranged 
in enveloping concentric heat-exchange rela 
tion to the pipe of the primary coil, and an inter 
mediate draw-o? valve controlling an opening 
positioned near the discharge end of the second 
ary coil. 

HARRISON D. STERICK. 
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